
GRADUATE ESSAYS FOR BUSINESS SCHOOL

Samples of MBA essays by real candidates who were accepted to Wharton, Harvard, INSEAD and other top ranked
business schools.

While applying, you may experience that the application process can be taxing. But only if it has affected your
outlook or experiences. And if you'll bring a similar enthusiasm to the classroom. Show us that you
acknowledge and own both. Follow us on Twitter: ThePrincetonRev. Essay Length and Word Limits Harvard
does not specify word limits for their essays. More importantly, it won't lead to any new insight about you.
Admissions committees are understandably insulted when they see another school's name or forms.
Northwestern University, the University of Texas at Austin, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
have all introduced video essay questions in the application process. Any form of bragging in an essays
amounts to self-sabotage. Only through my ability to embrace the change happening around me was I able to
find a new job and start a new life with new visions and goals. Business schools are interested in selecting and
training future business leaders, not Pulitzer Prize-winning writers. Business schools want leaders, not
applicants content with following the herd. A compelling lead not only differentiates an essay in the mind of
that reviewer, but also grabs their attention. The contribution essay in MBA applications is a great way for
schools to assess what applicants might bring to the table. Always be honest and forthright â€” in your essay,
resume, and everywhere else on your application â€” in sharing your skills, accomplishments, and experiences
to communicate the best possible version of yourself to admissions staff. Kreisberg says that absent parents,
especially absent fathers, embody themes in many of the successful Harvard essays from and  I protect my
business discernment even against an upset crowd, and am able to properly persuade others to understand
other perspectives. Additional Optional Essays This last prompt typically asks applicants to discuss any
additional topics about which admissions committees need to know before rendering decisions. Our
publication company was going out of business, and every publication was to be shut down. I led the operation
of the first issue to be published via JPH, supervising 30 employees. Related Programs. I wanted to ensure that
JPH received a consistent layout from Zoelle magazine. The admissions officer expects a clear and concise
essay that does not veer off the question and exemplifies quality writing, grammar, and punctuation. Some
schools ask you to also talk about why you are interested in their specific program, as part of the same prompt.
At [Top U. The writer eventually introduces the controversial topic of male domination of organizations and
explains how she adapted to that domination and finally overcame it. Communicate that you are a proactive,
can-do sort of person. Writing made me happy and the more I wrote, the more my talent blossomed. Strong
numbers will never make up for weak personal statements or negative recommendations. Accomplishments
have traditionally been a strong focus of HBS essays, and using at least one accomplishment story in this
essay may be a good strategy. Make excuses. I invited Nancy to a meeting with me and three of our executive
producers. This knowledge will help me ensure that the future companies I work with will not have to endure
a similar fallout. In questions similar to these, the admissions officers are looking for: Applicant's ability to
identify a challenging moment in her life: This writer uses a relevant example of a challenging situation,
describing the challenge of losing a job, losing housing, and having to move to a different city. The world of
physical therapy is growing, and with my skills in marketing, I hope to grow the local Ridgeview services
across the globe. Put yourself on ego-alert. I did a number of things to get by, including working three jobs
simultaneously to make ends meet.


